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About Our Ad Tags
The code provided by Freestar is built off of Prebid.js and the Google Publisher Tag library to work
with Google Ad Manager (GAM). Any other instances of GAM on the page will cause issues with ads
loading and will impact revenue. If you have other instances of GAM and/or Prebid.js on your site,
please remove them from the site. This can include code from other ad networks you may be
using. If you have concerns, please reach out to your Onboarding Specialist or Customer Service
Manager.

Please note that any code shared in these documents is for example purposes only. None of the
code provided in this document can be used for testing or demos on the publisher’s side. Freestar
will provide your site-specific code for use in a staging environment for any testing that needs to
occur. Always test our code in a staging environment before going to a production environment.

Integration Instructions
Non SPA

Standard Implementation

Use this for standard HTML tags for a site that is not using Single Page Architecture

(SPA).

AMP

Use these for accelerated mobile pages (AMP).

Freestar GAM

Publisher GAM

SPA 

React Implementation

React - Use this for React tags using our React component for sites using Single

Page Architecture (SPA).

For other SPA implementations use our Event-Based Implementation

Event-Based - Use this for Event-Based tags for sites using Single Page Architecture

(SPA) that are not React like Angular or Vue.

For all SPA sites, our Pageview Tracker will need to be added on page. 

Advanced Integration
Cumulative Layout Shift (CLS)

Event-Based Implementation

http://help.freestar.com/help/freestar-standard-implementation
http://help.freestar.com/help/amp-fully-managed
http://help.freestar.com/help/amp-597363d-amp-rtc
http://help.freestar.com/help/react-integration
http://help.freestar.com/help/event-based-implementation
http://help.freestar.com/help/how-to-track-virtual-page-views
http://help.freestar.com/help/cumulative-layout-shift-cls
http://help.freestar.com/help/event-based-implementation
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Channel Variable Configuration

Key-Value Implementation

Ad Product Configurations/Options

Disabling Products

Sticky Footer

Sidewalls

Stand-Alone Video Player

Pushdown

Outstream Video

Google Multiplex Ad

http://help.freestar.com/help/channel-variable-configuration
http://help.freestar.com/help/using-key-values
http://help.freestar.com/help/disabling-products
http://help.freestar.com/help/ad-product-configurationsoptions-sticky-footer
http://help.freestar.com/help/sidewalls
http://help.freestar.com/help/stand-alone-video-player
http://help.freestar.com/help/ad-product-configurationsoptions-pushdown
http://help.freestar.com/help/outstream-video
http://help.freestar.com/help/google-multiplex-ad

